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The City of Santa Monica’s Mobility Division is charged
with advancing the Santa Monica City Council’s
Strategic Goal of creating a new model of mobility
organized around three target areas: increasing transit
use, walking, and biking; eliminating severe and fatal
collisions by 2026 (also known as Vision Zero); and
creating a complete and connected mobility network
throughout Santa Monica. This study, the Wilshire
Safety Study, advances this strategic goal on Wilshire
Boulevard, a major transit and commercial corridor.
Wilshire Boulevard is a multimodal and mixed-use
corridor that plays an important role in both the City
of Santa Monica and the larger regional transportation
system. Locally, it serves a commercial function for
people living in adjacent neighborhoods, and those who
use it in this way must be able to cross safely to walk
to and from their homes, jobs, stores, and restaurants.
Wilshire Boulevard is also a major transit corridor for
Big Blue Bus and Metro Rapid and local bus service; its
role as a transit corridor will expand following the 2026
completion of the Metro Purple Line extension to the
Westwood/VA Hospital station.
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TAKE THE
FRIENDLY ROAD
Wilshire Boulevard is a top priority of the City of Santa
Monica’s Take the Friendly Road initiative. Take the
Friendly Road is Santa Monica’s Vision Zero-based traffic
safety initiative focused on connecting the community
to educational resources and infrastructure projects
that improve street safety and help reach the goal of
eliminating all fatal and severe injury crashes from our
streets by 2026. This goal was adopted by the Council in
the 2016 Pedestrian Action Plan. In February 2019, after
receiving a grant award from the State of California,
the City’s Mobility Division launched the Wilshire Safety
Study under the Take the Friendly Road banner. This
study provides a detailed, data-driven assessment of
traffic-related crashes, injuries, and deaths.
An analysis of over 11 years’ worth of collision data has
demonstrated that half of all fatal and severe crashes
in Santa Monica take place on only ten percent of the
city’s streets. Wilshire Boulevard was identified as
one of these streets, and crashes along this 2.4-mile
corridor during those 11 years have resulted in six
fatalities and 29 severe injuries. Four intersections
on Wilshire Boulevard are in the City’s top ten with the
highest occurrence of severe injury and fatal crashes
(see Figure 1). Improving safety for all users along this
corridor is necessary to advance the City’s Vision Zero
goal.

STUDY FUNDING
The Study received funding through a grant from the
California Department of Transportation (“Caltrans”)
Sustainable Communities Transportation Planning Grant

8

Program, along with a local match. Its goals include the
following:

• Use a data-driven process to understand
current safety issues for all users on and
across Wilshire Boulevard;
• Gather information from community
stakeholders to understand existing safety
context;
• Develop options for targeted safety
enhancements;
• Encourage safe and accessible linkages to
nearby homes, businesses, and transit; and
• Identify preferred short- and long-term
recommendations through a robust
community engagement process.
The City’s vision and the Study Team’s approach included
building on goals and recommendations identified
in prior planning efforts (Appendix A), targeted data
collection and analysis to assess issues along Wilshire
Boulevard, and a robust community engagement
process to further identify issues and potential
recommendations. Because of the reliance on data,
analysis findings, and community input and support, the
Study Team has clearly identified targeted improvements
that will address immediate safety needs. Many of these
improvements can be implemented immediately with
available funding. The Study Team has also identified
longer term improvements that will require subsequent
design and construction as additional funding becomes
available. This report includes a high-level cost estimate
for design and implementation, which will assist the City
in prioritizing improvements and securing necessary
funding.
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KEY COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES

17 presentations 96 STREETPOLE BANNERS
to Santa Monica Neighborhood Associations

hung along Wishire Corridor

260 businesses on WILSHIRE BLVD
40% out of all comments
Knocked on doors of over

related to

DIFFICULT CROSSING CONDITIONS on Wilshire Blvd

550 comments

Collected and analyzed over
related to specific safety issues along the corridor from direct emails,
an interactive online map, and an in-person community workshop

SENT OVER

13,000 POSTCARDS

to all residents, business, and property owners within
a 1,000-foot radius of Wilshire Blvd
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APPROACH
The Wilshire Safety Study Team used a robust, year-long
community engagement process that employed a wide
range of engagement strategies and tactics to reach a
range of stakeholders. This included presentations to
neighborhood associations and commissions, branded
banners along the corridor, meetings with key city
stakeholder groups, on the ground business outreach
and canvassing of the corridor, and a robust online
presence with study updates. The Study Team also
met with key City staff to discuss traffic safety and
operations, including representatives of Public Works,
Big Blue Bus, Santa Monica Police Department, and Santa
Monica Fire Department.
To help inform data collection and evaluation, the Study
Team conducted an initial round of outreach early in the
process and prior to the development of initial safety
recommendations. Once preliminary recommendations
were developed, the Study Team returned to
neighborhood groups and commissions to present more
detailed safety findings and draft recommendations for
feedback and adjustments. Throughout this process, the
Study Team worked to refine safety recommendations
based on feedback.

|
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Study notifications were provided in both Spanish and
English, and interpreters were available at all hosted
meetings.

STRATEGIES

NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
PRESENTATIONS
The Study Team began the outreach process in March
2019 by meeting with the neighborhood associations
within the study area—Santa Monica Northeast
Neighbors, Wilshire-Montana Neighborhood Coalition,
and Santa Monica Mid-City Neighbors—to identify the
community’s concerns, discuss preliminary crash
data, collect feedback, outline the timeline for the

study, and explain how to provide additional input. A
second round of presentations to the neighborhood
associations occurred in Fall 2019, when the Study
Team vetted preliminary recommendations with each
group. At each follow-up presentation, the Study Team
received valuable feedback that aided in the refinement
and further development of recommendations and
prioritization.

SPECIAL MEETINGS WITH KEY
STAKEHOLDERS
The Study Team presented an overview of the
Wilshire Safety Study to the Planning Commission on
May 22, 2019. The presentation included a summary
of transportation safety data, study boundaries, the

Figure 2: Project Team Presentation at a Neighborhood Association Meeting
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In addition to these targeted presentations, the
Study Team also proactively contacted the following
stakeholders about the Wilshire Safety Study:

• Santa Monica-Malibu Unified School District
• UCLA Medical Center Santa Monica
• St. John’s Hospital
• Cassidy Preschool
• Erewhon Market
• Tower Imaging
• Santa Monica Chamber of Commerce
• Other neighborhood groups

Figure 3: Banners on Wilshire Blvd Advertising the Safety Study

outreach process, the project timeline, and immediate
next steps. At this meeting, the Planning Commission
requested to be deeply involved with the Study. To
accommodate this request, the Study Team coordinated
with the Planning Commission to hold a communityoriented Planning Commission meeting on October 17,
2019 focused on the Wilshire Safety Study to gather input
on draft safety enhancement recommendations.

rush. The Study Team also met with staff from Pilgrim
Lutheran Church and Pacifica Christian High School
to discuss the Study and better understand their
concerns, as both facilities are located at the corner of
Wilshire Boulevard and 18th Street. Pilgrim Lutheran also
hosted the Study’s Road Safety Audit, which is further
described in this chapter’s Interdepartmental Technical
Advisory Group and Road Safety Audit section.

After visiting all the Neighborhood Associations,
the Study Team presented the study overview and
preliminary safety data to the Downtown Santa Monica,
Inc., on March 26, 2019 and on October 19, 2019, and to
the Disabilities Commission on June 3, 2019. Feedback
from these stakeholder organizations included concerns
about difficulties crossing Wilshire Boulevard and
increased traffic brought on by the midday lunch hour

The Study Team presented to the Commission for the
Senior Community on October 16, 2019. At this meeting,
there were requests to ensure sufficient walk time at
signalized crossings and to generally improve crossings
along Wilshire Boulevard. Specific safety treatments
requested by the Commission included Rectangular
Flashing Crossing Beacons (RRFBs) and high visibility
crosswalks.

15

Figure 4: An Example of Flyer Distributed to the Community
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ONLINE OUTREACH
For digital communication and outreach, the Study Team
set up a dedicated webpage on the City’s Take the Friendly
Road website. A dedicated email to receive comments
(Safe.wilshire@smgov.net) accompanied the website. On
the site, community members were able to sign up for the
Take the Friendly Road email newsletter to receive future
notifications, project updates, and provide locationspecific comments on an interactive city-wide map.
Participants submitted comments and concerns about
specific locations along Wilshire Boulevard categorized
by specific issues. Many residents sent in comments to
staff via the dedicated email address. The Study Team
categorized community feedback data based on the
content of each email.
Figure 5: Installing Take the Friendly Road Stencil with Councilor Jara

GENERAL CORRIDOR OUTREACH
The Study Team worked with Santa Monica Spoke, a
local non-profit organization, to deliver Safety Study
information to every business on Wilshire Boulevard. The
information distributed included a fact sheet outlining
basic information about the Study as well as advance
notice to attend a community open house. The Santa
Monica Spoke team also conducted outreach through
its membership base and at the Santa Monica Farmers
Markets. Over the course of four weeks in both May and
October 2019, in advance of the community meetings,
the outreach team connected with:

• 260 businesses,
• Over 500 individuals, and
• Passed out over 700 flyers
and doorhangers.

The City also used its Take the Friendly Road campaign
to accomplish the following:

• Send over 13,000 postcards to all residents,
business, and property owners within a
1,000-foot radius of Wilshire Boulevard
• Regularly communicate with over 900 Take
the Friendly Road email subscribers
• Install 96 street light banners on Wilshire
Boulevard to advertise the Wilshire Safety
Study
• Post signs on trash cans throughout
the corridor
• Stencil “Stop Look Wave” messages at
crosswalks along the corridor
• Hang banners at Reed and Douglas Park
to advertise the community meetings
16

In total, the Study Team gathered and analyzed 370
comments, broken down as follows:

• 264 interactive map comments
(as of December 10, 2019)
• 106 direct email comments
A full spreadsheet of community feedback data
is available in Appendix B.

COMMUNITY MEETING 1
The Safety Study’s first community meeting took place
on June 8, 2019 at Christine Emerson Reed Park. The
meeting was an open house that allowed participants
to walk through several stations for a comprehensive
overview of the Safety Study. The meeting included a
series of stations outlining background and key planning
documents and preliminary safety data analysis. There
was also a large scale map of the entire Wilshire Boulevard
corridor on which attendees were able to leave comments

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY
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and dot stickers categorizing safety issues. Throughout
the open house, City staff and the Study Team asked
participants to identify and record physical and safety
challenges on Wilshire Boulevard.
The Study Team also organized a community walk
audit where two groups of 10 people each conducted
20-minute observations at the intersections of Wilshire
Boulevard and 9th Street and Wilshire Boulevard and
Lincoln Boulevard. The walk audit allowed participants
opportunities to identify and observe safety concerns
and assess potential solutions.
The Open House resulted in 197 issues andcomments,
which the Study Team turned into data to analyze
existing conditions alongside the online comments
and the direct emails. This feedback data is available in
Appendix B.
Figure 6: Community Members on a Walk Audit at Lincoln Blvd and Wilshire Blvd

COMMUNITY MEETING 2 –
SPECIAL MEETING OF
THE PLANNING COMMISSION

Figure 7: Community Members Providing Direct Feedback on a Wilshire Blvd Corridor Map
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Following the second round of outreach to neighborhood
associations and other key stakeholders, the Study Team
held a second community meeting on October 17, 2019
to present the preliminary safety recommendations.
This meeting was a Special Meeting of the Planning
Commission, given the Commission’s previous request
to be involved in the public process. The meeting
included a formal presentation by the Study Team; an
open-house session where Commissioners and members
of the public were invited to comment on draft safety
study recommendations; a discussion of preferences
and comments; and a question and answer session.
City staff composed a detailed response to Planning
Commission comments dated December 17, 2019, which
is included as Appendix C.

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL
TECHNICAL ADVISORY GROUP
AND ROAD SAFETY AUDIT
In addition to community stakeholders, staff met with
several City departments to discuss the initial collision
analysis and held a series of meetings to identify
operational and safety improvements. This technical
advisory group was responsible for operations and
maintenance within the roadway and consisted of staff
from the following City department:

• Santa Monica Police Department
• Santa Monica Fire Department
• Santa Monica Mobility Division
• Santa Monica Traffic Management
• Santa Monica Public Works Department
Figure 8: The Safety Study Team Conducting Road Safety Audit

• Big Blue Bus
One of the workshops held with the technical advisory
group included a Road Safety Audit (RSA) of Wilshire
Boulevard on May 31, 2019. The RSA examined crash
data and collision diagrams and corridor-wide safety,
design, and operational issues. It focused on two
representative intersections: Wilshire Boulevard at
11th Street (signalized) and Wilshire Boulevard at 16th
Street (unsignalized). During the RSA, members of the
audit team discussed safety issues on a corridor-wide
and intersection-by-intersection basis, conducted field
observations for safety issues, and developed draft
recommendations for the two intersections and the
corridor.
The RSA team also discussed Big Blue Bus and Metro
transit operations along Wilshire Boulevard, specifically

Figure 9: Team Discussion after Road Safety Audit Field Visit
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for BBB Route 2, which runs throughout the corridor. The
Study Team worked closely with Big Blue Bus following
the RSA to evaluate potential safety and operational
enhancements such as stop relocation from nearside to far-side, stop consolidation, and strategies
to implement queue jump lanes. The full RSA report is
included as Appendix D.

KEY SAFETY ISSUES
FROM THE COMMUNITY
The community outreach process resulted in specific
comments and themes that identified safety concerns
and ideas for Wilshire Boulevard. Key takeaways from
this phase include a desire to do the following:

• Improve crossing conditions for
pedestrians, especially at uncontrolled
intersections
• Address vehicles speeding and
failing to yield
• Address vehicles parked in red curb
zones, especially Uber/Lyft vehicles
• Address trucks loading outside of
designated loading zones
• Address decreased visibility at dusk
and at night for people walking and driving
• Add more left turn signals
• Add flashing beacons at crosswalks

Figure 10: Heatmap of Online Comments
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An overwhelming number of comments specifically
called out Difficult Crossing Conditions on Wilshire
Boulevard and were concentrated on the corridor’s
eastern edge (Figure 10 and Figure 11). The Study
Team quantified this feedback to identify the top five
intersections with the most issues and comments,
shown in Table 1. These include Wilshire Boulevard at
22nd Street, Chelsea Avenue, Harvard Street, 25th
Street, and 16th Street.

Rank

22nd

|

16th Street at Wilshire Boulevard is an unsignalized
intersection with significant pedestrian activity and
has a history of crashes. Community comments at this
intersection mentioned the challenges for both people
walking and driving, especially when crossing Wilshire
Boulevard.

Table 1: Intersections with the Highest
Number of Issues/Comments
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Figure 11: All Comments for Wilshire Boulevard By Category
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Similar to 16th Street at Wilshire Boulevard, Harvard
Street at Wilshire Boulevard experiences lot of
pedestrian activity, especially during the lunch
hour, and many comments from residents highlight
difficult crossing conditions. People driving also have
a hard time navigating the intersection because it
is offset. Also, cars were noted as frequently parked
in red curb areas, blocking visibility for drivers and
pedestrians. The intersection of 22nd Street at
Wilshire Boulevard is next to Cassidy Preschool and
received an overwhelming number of comments
about difficult crossing conditions, especially for
children and parents.
Chelsea Avenue at Wilshire Boulevard serves as a
future North-South bike route and is adjacent to
Douglas Park. The community repeatedly commented
that vehicles fail to yield to pedestrians crossing
Wilshire Boulevard at this location. Also, nearby
25th Street at Wilshire Boulevard received many
comments about difficult crossing conditions and
vehicles speeding. Like Chelsea Avenue, this location
is adjacent to Douglas Park and many people cross
at this location to access the park. The community
comments included a request for a flashing beacon
at this location to help people cross the street safely.
While not receiving the most overall comments, the
intersections of Wilshire Boulevard at 10th Street,
Franklin Street, and Centinela Avenue were identified
by the community as intersections with difficult
crossing conditions that should be prioritized for
pedestrian improvements.
A full summary of community feedback can be found
in Appendix B.
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KEY SAFETY
ANALYSIS FINDINGS
At unsignalized locations,

20%

OF CRASHES INVOLVE A LEFT OR THROUGH

movement originating from side streets, despite representing only
Unsignalized intersections represent less than half of
the overall intersections along the corridor but account

for

89% of the severe injuries

to people walking & biking

1%

OF OVERALL VOLUME

15%

OF NIGHTTIME CRASHES
INVOLVE A MEDIAN STRIKE

OLDER SANTA MONICA RESIDENTS (>55 YEARS) REPRESENT 27% OF THE CITY POPULATION

but

70%

of the fatal and severe injury collisions on Wilshire Blvd

87% of crashes at signalized intersections
were

OBSERVED sight line issues
due to vehicles parked in Red Zones

vehicle-to-vehicle crashes.

42% of these involve left-turning vehicles.
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CORRIDOR-WIDE
CRASH TRENDS
As part of its Vision Zero Action Plan, the City of Santa
Monica conducted an 11-year analysis of citywide crash
data (2006-2016)� The analysis found an average of 26
fatal and severe injuries per year, 12 percent of which
occurred on Wilshire Boulevard� This analysis found that
there was a high incidence of fatal (6) and severe injury
(29) crashes along the Wilshire Corridor during this time
period� The analysis also highlighted that those walking in
Santa Monica are disproportionately impacted by traffic
crashes, as they represented the majority of fatal and
severe traffic injuries even though they make up a small
proportion of total traffic collisions� Following up on the
initial 11 year Vision Zero crash analysis, more recent
crash data was pulled for the five year period from 2014 2018� Some key corridor safety stats include:

39%
60%

The total amount of traffic crashes occurring on Wilshire
Boulevard over the last 5 years indicates the need for the
Wilshire Boulevard Study’s systematic evaluation of the
entire corridor (Figure 13).
The Study Team also produced collision diagrams for all
intersections based on individual, detailed police reports
provided by the Santa Monica Police Department. This
provides a more detailed safety assessment along the
corridor to see exactly where crashes occurred within the
intersection and better understand crash circumstances
that can be addressed through safety improvements.

• The highest crash streets represent 50 percent
of fatal and severe injuries in Santa Monica
while representing only 10 percent of the
city’s street miles. Wilshire Boulevard is one of
the high-crash streets.

• A higher percentage of crashes on Wilshire
Boulevard involved pedestrian right-of way
violations (12 percent) than on those across
the city (7 percent).

10%

24%

10%
20%

19%
Citywide
Pedestrian

Motor Vehicle

Wilshire Boulevard
Motorcycle

Bicycle

Figure 12: Fatal and Severe Injuries
by Mode from 2014-18

120

100
Number of Collisions

• 60 percent of fatal and severe injury crashes
on Wilshire Boulevard involve pedestrians.
These occur at a rate nearly 50 percent
greater than citywide (Figure 12).

18%

80

Collision
Severity

60

Property
Damage Only
Complaint
of Pain

40

Other Visible
Injury

20

Severe
Fatal

0

2014

2015

2016

2017

Figure 13: Crashes on Wilshire Boulevard by Year
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TRAVEL SPEED

Figure 14: Wilshire Boulevard Corridor Volume (Average Daily Vehicles)

The posted speed limit along Wilshire Boulevard is
30 miles per hour (mph) in both the eastbound and
westbound directions. Vehicular travel speeds were
collected along the corridor. Figure 15 depicts the mean
and 85th percentile speeds of vehicles traveling along
various locations along the corridor in spring 2019. The
85th percentile speed is the speed at or below which 85
percent of all vehicles are observed to travel.

Figure 15: Mean and 85th Percentile Speeds Along Wilshire Boulevard

On average, vehicles travel below the 30 mph speed
limit, though the 85th percentile speed on the eastern
terminus of the Wilshire Boulevard corridor was
observed to be 6 mph higher than that observed on
the western terminus. This is potentially due to the
surrounding land use and feel of this area. The Santa
Monica Police Department stated that most speeding
is observed and enforced during the morning period at
the eastern end of the corridor. Speed surveys confimed
that during the early morning and late evening hours,
motorists travel in excess of 45 mph, though this is less
than 5% of all vehicles.

TRAFFIC VOLUMES
Traffic volumes along Wilshire Boulevard are generally
heavier at the east end of the corridor and lighter
towards downtown Santa Monica. However, side street
volumes are generally heavier along the western section
of the corridor. Traffic volumes from the stop-controlled
side streets are generally low throughout the corridor.
Wilshire Boulevard experiences a peak period during
the morning rush hour and an extended afternoon peak
period beginning around mid-day and going into the
evening. There is significant pedestrian activity along

the corridor throughout the day. Wilshire Boulevard is
also an active transit corridor with Big Blue Bus route
#2 operating every 12-15 minutes and Metro Rapid 720
running every 4-6 minutes along Wilshire Boulevard
during the weekday peak periods. Intersection turning
movement counts were collected during weekday AM
and PM peak periods at all unsignalized intersections
in the study area. The data collected counts for
vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles, and scooters. The Study
Team also had access to recently conducted turning
movement counts for all signalized locations. Diagrams
that summarize all of these counts are available in
Appendix E.
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Higher speeds along Wilshire Boulvard may aggravate
the severty of crashes that occur, and speed was noted
as a contributing factor in 17% of the reported crashes
along the corridor. Excessive speeds can make a streeet
uncomfortable for other roadway users, specifically
people walking, bicycling, or scootering, because of the
exposure to numerous lanes of traffic when crossing the
street.
There is a direct correlation with vehicle speed and
pedestrian safety. As speed increases, fatalities and
serious injuries increase. Physical geometric changes
are typically necessary to change driver behavior when
police are not present.

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY

SYSTEMIC SAFETY
ANALYSIS
A systemic approach to safety involves identifying
widely implemented improvements that address
roadway features correlated with high risks, specific
crash types, or other traffic safety observations. By
identifying common features and trends, the systemic
approach addresses traffic safety along an entire
corridor and proactively addresses safety issues that
may be highlighted in the reported crash data (or that
may not be immediately apparent in the data, e.g., near
misses, unreported crashes).
Following a detailed review of crash data and community
comments, the Study team identified two distinct
corridor typologies with similar features and crash
patterns (unsignalized and signalized intersections) as
well as systemic safety needs corridor-wide and “hot
spot” intersections with unique safety, geometric, and
operational conditions. These are described in greater
detail in the following sections.
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Many of the community members commented on the
existing pedestrian refuge medians and inquired about
how they were operating in terms of safety. The study
team conducted a detailed analysis of the medians
and concluded that they provide an important safety
benefit for people crossing Wilshire Boulevard. The
pedestrian refuge medians simplify the crossing by
allowing pedestrians to cross the 75-foot-wide Wilshire
Boulevard in two stages. Instead of having to cross in
one stage and gauge conflicts from both directions,
the median allows a person to cross in two distinct
stages and focus on one direction of oncoming traffic
at a time. The U.S. Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) endorses pedestrian refuge medians as a proven
safety countermeasure due to the significant amount
of research showing the infrastructure’s effectiveness

in improving crossing safety. To further establish
that the existing pedestrian refuge medians were not
contributing to crashes, the Study Team reviewed
detailed crash diagrams of each of the unsignalized
intersections.
The crash data evaluation did indicate that there
should be further safety treatments to enhance
crossing safety for people walking and biking. While
the unsignalized intersections along Wilshire Boulevard
have a lower total crash rate than the signalized
intersections, a disproportionate amount of the most
severe injuries occur at unsignalized intersections.
Eighty-nine percent of the severe injuries to people
walking and biking occur at unsignalized intersections
even though these locations only represent 45 percent
of the intersections on Wilshire Boulevard.

UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
The Wilshire Boulevard study corridor includes 16
unsignalized intersections (excluding alleyways). At
the unsignalized intersections, vehicles approaching
from the side streets operate with stop-control and
vehicles approaching on Wilshire Boulevard are not
stop controlled but must yield to crossing pedestrians.
All of these intersections, except for the unsignalized
intersection of Wilshire Boulevard at Centinela Avenue,
have pedestrian refuge medians that allow pedestrians
to cross Wilshire Boulevard in two stages.
Figure 16: A Typical Unsignalized Intersection
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Table 2: Top 5 Primary Collision Factors on Wilshire vs. Citywide

Primary Collision Factor

Wilshire Blvd.

Citywide

Number

Percentage

Number

Percentage

Automobile Right of Way

48

20%

521

21%

Unsafe Speed

39

16%

492

20%

Pedestrian Right of Way

28

12%

184

7%

Improper Turning

21

9%

284

11%

Traffic Signals and Signs

20

8%

217

9%

A review of the Wilshire Boulevard corridor data and
crash diagrams at these intersections indicated that
failure to yield, or right-of-way violations, to people
walking was a major contributor to crashes. Failure
to yield crashes occur more frequently on Wilshire
Boulevard than on other Santa Monica streets (Table 2).
There are several factors contributing to failure to yield
crashes on Wilshire Boulevard. One is known as the
“double threat” or “multi-threat” situation, which is
common on multi-lane roadways like Wilshire Boulevard.
The “double threat” occurs at unsignalized locations
when a person is crossing a multi-lane roadway; the
approaching driver in the lane nearest to the person
crossing yields correctly; and approaching drivers in
adjacent lanes fail to yield. “Double threat” situations
often occur because the driver nearest to the person
crossing is not set back sufficiently from the crosswalk,
obscuring the vision of drivers of adjacent oncoming
vehicles and of people crossing. This also often occurs
because drivers in adjacent lanes are traveling above
the speed limit and are unable to stop in sufficient time
to yield correctly to the person walking. The “double
threat” situation is illustrated in Figure 17.

Dr
ive

A similar situation occurs when drivers park illegally
in the red zone near the crosswalk at unsignalized
intersections, which many community members said
was frequent (Figure 18). The Study Team verified these
comments with field observations and interviews
with different roadway users, including Big Blue Bus
operators. Similar to the “double threat” situation,
when drivers park in the red zone near crosswalks,
their vehicles obscure the vision of drivers of adjacent
oncoming vehicles and of people crossing, creating a
situation that may contribute to a failure to yield crash.

r Fi e l d o f V i e

w
Figure 17: Double Threat Example Graphic (Source: Toole Design)
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Turning failure to yield crashes also occur regularly at
the unsignalized intersections on Wilshire Boulevard.
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Review of the intersection crash diagrams showed that
drivers often attempt a left turn from a side street
onto Wilshire Boulevard, without yielding to people in
the crosswalk. Drivers attempting this maneuver have
to find a gap in multiple lanes of traffic and must watch
for vehicle traffic in opposing directions, making it very
difficult to observe people in the crosswalk.
Due to how difficult it is to find the gaps in traffic
necessary to accomplish left turns onto Wilshire
Boulevard from side streets, some drivers proceed in an
awkward two-phase maneuver, crossing to the middle
of the intersection and waiting for a gap in traffic to
complete the left turn. This leaves them sticking out
enough to block through traffic (Figure 19), which not
only causes significant travel delay by disrupting traffic
flow on Wilshire Boulevard, but is also dangerous.

Figure 18: A Car Illegally Parked in the Red Zone,
Limiting Crosswalk Visibility

This difficult-to-complete left turn maneuver not only
contributes to vehicle-on-pedestrian crashes, but also
contributes to vehicle-on-vehicle crashes, with vehicles
either getting hit broadside or at an angle when the
driver making the left turn misjudges gaps in traffic.
Similar dangerous conflicts occur when vehicles attempt

to proceed straight from the side street and travel
across Wilshire Boulevard’s five lanes of traffic.
The crash data shows that these vehicle movements
cause a disproportionate amount of crashes: 20 percent
of crashes on Wilshire Boulevard involve a left or through
movement originating from a side street despite the
fact that these movements represent less than 1
percent of Wilshire Boulevard’s overall traffic volume.
The analysis also revealed another finding showing that
these side street maneuvers are difficult: one out of
10 motorists who attempt to make a left or through
movement ultimately abandon it for a right turn, and 2030 percent of motorists turn right and continue across
Wilshire Boulevard at different intersections. Left-turn
and through volumes by approach are, on average, a
combined 15 vehicles per hour in the AM peak period and
18 vehicles per hour in the PM peak, which corresponds
to just one vehicle trip every 3 to 4 minutes.
Since it is difficult to make left turns or through
maneuvers from side streets, drivers tend to inch up
into the crosswalk, blocking the crosswalk. People
walking then must cross behind vehicles, which
obscures visibility and creates a potentially dangerous
safety condition as other motorists turn into the side
street. This regularly occurs on both side streets and
the mainline (Figure 21).
Based on this analysis, the Study Team developed safety
recommendations focusing on design enhancements at
unsignalized intersections that address the low volume
but proportionally high crash side street originating
from left and through movements across Wlishire. These
Study Team also focused on improvements that reduce
failure to yield crashes that involve people walking.

Figure 19: Vehicles Making Left Turns Often Block Traffic on Wilshire Boulevard
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20 % of crashes at unsignalized
locations involve a left or through
movement originating from side
street, even though they represent
only 1 % of overall volume.

The Wilshire Boulevard study corridor includes 19
signalized intersections. Each has a similar configuration,
with two travel lanes and a left turn bay for the
eastbound and westbound directions. The signalized
intersections do not have pedestrian refuge islands or
medians.

1 out of 10 motorists
from side streets
abandon left turn or
through maneuver.

SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS

% of
20-30
motorists turn right and

continue across Wilshire
at a different location.

Figure 20: Statistics on Existing Movements from Stop-Controlled Side Streets

Figure 21: Vehicles Blocking Crosswalk, Forcing Pedestrians to Cross the Street Between Vehicles
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Signalized intersections experience the highest overall
crash rate per million entering vehicles along the
corridor (see Figure 22, next page). However, relative to
unsignalized intersections, there are fewer bicyclist and
pedestrian severe injuries occurring in these locations;
they represent only 11 percent of all pedestrian and
bicyclist severe injuries. Signalized intersections do have
a higher rate of vehicle-to-vehicle crashes; from 2013 to
2017, 87 percent of crashes at signalized intersections
were vehicle-to-vehicle crashes.
Additionally, left turn movements contribute to a higher
level of crashes. The intersections of Wilshire Boulevard
and 4th and 5th Streets experience the highest rates
of left-turn crashes on the corridor. The intersection of
Wilshire and Berkeley has unique offset geometry, which
makes left-turns and through movements from the
sidestreet difficult to occur simultaneously. Left-turn
movements can be challenging during peak periods at
several other intersection locations (Wilshire Boulevard
at Lincoln Boulevard and 16th, 20th, and 26th Steets).
Most of Wilshire Boulevard’s signalized intersections
do not currently have fully protected left-turn phasing,
which may contribute to the occurrence of left-turn
crashes and conflicts with crossing pedestrians and
bicyclists. Separate phasing would benefit operations
but cannot be provided with the existing infrastructure
without upgrades.
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SIGHTLINES

Source: SWITRS, 12/1/2013 - 11/30/2018

Figure 22: Wilshire Boulevard Crash Rate per Million Total Entering Vehicles

CORRIDOR-WIDE
PAVEMENT MARKINGS AND SIGNS
Current pavement markings are faded throughout the
corridor. Faded pavement markings can provide the
illusion that there is wider space for vehicles to drive
in the roadway. This may lead to more vehicle weaving,
speeding, and inattention to other roadway users. This
may be a contributing factor to the angle and sideswipe
crashes experienced along the corridor. Faded pavement
markings can also indicate that vehicles are not staying
wthin their lanes and driving over the markings, causing
them to wear faster.
There is no edge line on the right hand side of the
roadway, which may cause fixed object crashes with
parked cars. 26% of all collisions reported on Wilshire
involve parked cars, including side swipes and people
maneuvering to park. At the median noses the reflectors
are currently painted over, which may contribute toward

crashes involving the median during low light conditions.
7% of the reported collisions involve a median strike.
Wilshire Boulevard eastbound and westbound approaches
at unsignalized intersections currently have painted
stop bars prior to crosswalks, however the approaches
are not stop-controlled. Additionally, there are some
inconsistencies to the posting of advance warning
signs for pedestrian crosswalks. Other traffic signs are
provided throughout the study area, but several of the
existing signs are faded or poorly located, causing people
driving to be unaware of or diregard them. Some signs
were noted to be installed lower than the 7 foot minimum
recommendation, which may reduce pedestrian visibility
and could create a potential risk for pedestrians walking
past the signs and possibly hitting them.
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Observations indicate that the red zones, primarily on
the near side of intersections, are often occupied by
passenger vehicles idling to load/unload passengers
and commercial vehicles making deliveries or servicing
adjacent buildings. These vehicles significantly reduce
the visibility of crossing pedestrians and vehicles
turning from the side street onto Wilshire Boulevard
(see Figure 18). Similarly, many of the existing bus
stops along the corridor are currently located along
the near side of intersections. Buses stopping at these
near-side stops cause temporary sight obstructions for
pedestrians and vehicles (see Bus Operations for more
discussion).
Based on comments received from the community and
observations made during the Road Safety Audit, the
Study Team evaluated stopping sight distance (SSD)
along the corridor, with a focus on the unsignalized
intersections. The study team determined that most
stopping distances were adequate along the corridor,
but that there were some potential sight-line challenges
with vehicles proceeding straight or left across Wilshire
from the side streets.
The Study Team noted that the flax plants located within
Wilshire Boulevard’s median refuges have become
overgrown (and require continual maintenance),
reducing visibility for motorists and of pedestrians
standing within the median.
It was also noted during field observations that other
street furniture along the sidewalk (e.g., light poles, Big
Belly trash bins, street trees, etc) contribute to spot
sightline obstructions. However these are typical in an
urban environment and motorists are generally able to
pull into position until a clear line of sight is available
before making their maneuver into the intersection.
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BUS OPERATIONS
Wilshire Boulevard serves as major east-west route
for Big Blue Bus (BBB) route 2 and Metro bus routes
20 (local) and 720 (rapid). The Study Team conducted
on-board interviews of BBB transit operators and had
several discussions with BBB transit planning staff to
identify safety issues and operational challenges.

Los Angeles

During the April 2019 interviews, operators noted
challenges with vehicles illegally parked/loading at bus
stops and blocking service; a preference for far-side
stop locations to reduce vehicle conflicts and schedule
delays; and shared mobility devices obstructing
boarding areas making it difficult to serve passengers.
BBB staff and the Study Team noted that most of the
bus stops along Wilshire Boulevard are located on
the near side of the signalized intersections. When
buses board at these locations, they temporarily limit
visibility for motorists turning from the side streets and
passengers exiting in front of the bus and crossing at the
crosswalk. In addition, buses stopping at near-side stops
and then attempting to merge back into traffic can
result in conflicts with right-turning vehicles. The Study
Team observed that many of the bus stops along the
route are often blocked by illegal loading of passenger
and commercial vehicles, making it difficult for buses to
access the curb and increasing the potential for conflicts
with other vehicles attempting to travel the corridor.
Review of bus travel speed data for BBB route 2 along
Wilshire Boulevard indicated that travel speeds are
generally steady in both directions during the peak
commuter hours, but major slowdowns occur primarily
along 4th Street in downtown Santa Monica and along
the section of Wilshire Boulevard in Los Angeles near
the VA Healthcare Center and Westwood Village. Other
bus slowdowns along Wilshire Boulevard within Santa

Santa Monica

Figure 23: BBB Route #2 Eastbound Speeds Along Wilshire Boulevard During PM Peak

Monica city limits seem to occur at near-side bus stop
locations at signalized intersections and are also likely
exacerbated by commercial/passenger vehicle loading
within bus loading areas. Figure 23 illustrates average
speed data for BBB route 2 during the evening peak period.
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BICYCLE FACILITIES
There are currently no dedicated bicycle facilities along
Wilshire Boulevard within the study area, meaning
that cyclists ride in mixed traffic. Santa Monica’s Bike
Action Plan and Land Use and Circulation Element
(LUCE) identifies Wilshire Boulevard as a transit
priority route, focusing on parallel east-west bicycle
facilities on California and Arizona avenues rather
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than recommending facilities along Wilshire Boulevard.
Wilshire Boulevard intersects with several dedicated
bicycle routes that run north-south and provide
connections to these parallel facilities. While many of
these routes have green bike lane markings, there are
currently limited markings where they cross Wilshire
Boulevard.
The City recently enhanced the bicycle lane on Arizona
Avenue with high-visibility green paint, and is working
to install bicycle detection and associated signage
across Wilshire Boulevard at all remaining traffic signals
along the corridor; installation is anticipated by Summer
2020. The City is also currently designing bicycle and
pedestrian safety improvements on 17th Street that
will create a protected bikeway on both sides of the
roadway between Pico Boulevard and Wilshire Boulevard.
This project will also include enhanced bicycle markings
crossing Wilshire Boulevard and is expected to start
construction by Fall 2020.

LIGHTING
From 2015 through 2017, there were 137 reported night
time crashes along the corridor (38 percent of the total
crashes). Of these crashes, 15 percent involved a median
strike. Study Team members noted that a combination of
low light conditions and vehicle speed along the roadway
may contribute to these crashes. Field observations
indicate that the yellow pavement markings along the
edge of the median are worn in many places, and while
there are some reflectors provided, motorists may
benefit from the installation of additional reflectors to
enhance visibility.

Source: SWITRS, 12/1/2013-11/30/2018
Figure 24: Crashes on Wilshire Boulevard in Dark-Lighted Condition

Numerous community members noted the need for
better lighting conditions at crosswalks. During the RSA,
Study Team members also noted some inconsistencies
in street lighting along the corridor and that some of the
street lights are older and do not provide LED lighting.
However, a more detailed evaluation of lighting levels
is needed to fully understand any safety impacts of
current street lighting.

VISIBILITY OF SIGNAL INDICATIONS
Members of the Project Team and the community noted
that solar glare hinders visibility along the corridor
during peak hours. Solar glare can be distractive and
blinding for some motorists and can prevent drivers
from seeing potential hazards in the roadway. Visibility
issues were noted in the eastbound direction during
the morning peak hours and in the westbound direction
during the evening peak hours.
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SHARED-USE MOBILITY DEVICES
Scooter and other shared mobility device activity
on Wilshire Boulevard is comparatively low versus
other corridors in Santa Monica, according to the
data collected as part of the City of Santa Monica’s
micromobility pilot program. Almost 50 percent of the
city’s shared mobility trip activity is concentrated near
the beach, downtown, and near the Expo Line Downtown
Santa Monica Station.
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HOT-SPOT ANALYSIS
In addition to the systemic analysis, specific
intersections, or “hot-spots,” were identified due
to their unique crash history, geometric conditions,
proximity to community resources, or Study Team
observations and community input. Addressing the
identified safety issues at these locations was generally
determined to require a higher level of design, but they
would also benefit from some short-term measures as
well.
The collision diagrams for these locations (see example
in Figure 25) were used to diagnose the crash trends.
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They were then supplemented with observations and
review of other available data. As previously explained,
four of the hot-spot intersections— Wilshire Boulevard
at 16th, 18th, 21st, and 25th streets—were identified
in the City’s Vision Zero analysis as “high priority
intersections” due to the level of fatal and severe traffic
injuries occurring at them (Figure 1). During the Wilshire
Safety Study process, three more intersections—
Wilshire Boulevard at 22nd Street, Harvard Street, and
Centinela Avenue—were identified as hot-spot locations
due to community input and a combination of unique
safety, and geometric conditions.
Six of the locations are unsignalized, with stop control

COLLISION DIAGRAM:
Wilshire Boulevard and 16th Street
City of Santa Monica
Time Period Analyzed: 01/2013-12/2017
Date Prepared: 04/03/2019
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for the side streets. The seventh location, Wilshire
Boulevard and Centinela Avenue, is uniquely offset,
consisting of a stop controlled “T” intersection within
Santa Monica and an adjacent signalized T-intersection
that is in the City of Los Angeles. The following are the
key issues identified at each of the “hot-spot“ locations.
• 16th Street at Wilshire Boulevard

was identified as number three within the top ten
intersections based on fatal and severe injury crashes.
In addition, it is located adjacent to UCLA Medical Center
and one block from Lincoln Middle School. Crash analysis
indicated there is a high incidence of broadside crashes
(approximately 50%) and the intersection was found to
meet several warrant criteria for the installation of a
traffic signal.

“There are several hundred
pedestrian crossings at the corner
of Wilshire Blvd. and 16th Street
every day. I have witnessed many
accidents at this intersection,
some involving motor vehicles
and pedestrians, who are legally
using the crosswalk. There have
been some serious injuries.
For this reason a STOP LIGHT
or PEDESTRIAN ACTIVATED
CROSSING LIGHT is necessary
at this intersection.
Source: Community Comment Submitted

19

to Safe.Wilshire@smgov.net

Figure 25: Example Collision Diagram for 16th Street
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• 18th Street at Wilshire Boulevard is an
important pedestrian intersection crossing with
the Pilgrim Lutheran Church and Pacific High School
located on the southwest corner. Three severe injuries
have occurred at this intersection since 2006 and is
listed as number eight in the top ten intersections
based on severe injury and fatal crashes.
• 21st Street at Wilshire Boulevard has an
irregular geometry with offset side street, which
makes it difficult for Wilshire Boulevard eastbound and
westbound left turns to occur simultaneously. This
intersection was ranked number nine based on fatal
and severe injury crashes with two fatalities occurring
at this location since 2006.
• 22nd Street at Wilshire Boulevard received
more comment requests for pedestrian crossing
improvements than any other intersection on the
corridor. There is a significant amount of pedestrian
volume with the adjacent Cassidy Preschool, Whole
Food Market, and medical offices.

“There is a preschool here and
cars zoom through the intersection
trying to get to the light at 23rd
and Wilshire, even if pedestrians
are crossing. There needs to be
a flashing light or something
to make this 22nd and Wilshire
intersection safer for children
crossing.”
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• 25th Street at Wilshire Boulevard provides
an important connection to Douglas Park. The
intersection is ranked number ten based on fatal and
severe injury crashes and the intersection received a
substantial amount of community comments.
• Harvard Street at Wilshire Boulevard has an
irregular geometry with offset side streets which
creates conflicts when eastbound and westbound
left turns from Wilshire Boulevard occur at the same
time. This intersection received a substantial level
of comments from the community, which described
difficult crossing conditions and increased activity at
the intersection.
• Centinela Avenue at Wilshire Boulevard
straddles the border between Santa Monica and
Los Angeles and acts as a gateway to the City
along this corridor. The intersections has a unique
offset geometry with only a portion operating
under traffic signal control. A majority of crashes
at the intersection involved Centinela northbound
left turning vehicles and people walking within the
crosswalk.

“I have been almost hit by
numerous cars [at Centinela] as
a pedestrian. It is an incredibly
dangerous intersection.”
Source: Community Comment Submitted
via Online Interactive Map

Source: Community Comment Submitted via
Online Interactive Map
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As each hot-spot location is unique, targeted
countermeasures were developed to address sitespecific safety issues. These are described in
detail in the Recommendations section below.The
recommendations reflect outcomes from detailed
analysis and community input completed and gathered
throughout this safety study. These recommendations
were developed to specifically address objectives
outlined in the grant from the State of California
and supported by key stakeholders and community
members:

• Use a data-driven process to understand
current safety issues for all users on and
across Wilshire Boulevard;
• Gather information from community
stakeholders to understand existing safety
context;
• Develop options for targeted safety
enhancements;
• Encourage safe and accessible linkages to
nearby homes, businesses, and transit; and
• Identify preferred short- and long-term
recommendations through a robust
community engagement process.
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4 RECOMMENDATIONS
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These objectives framed the safety analysis and
approaches to gathering meaningful input from
community members and key stakeholders, resulting in
recommendations that focus on systemic and hot-spot
improvements on Wilshire Boulevard.
One of the intentions of the Wilshire Safety Study was
to identify the lowest cost, highest impact approach
to improving transportation service and safety,
considering both design and operational options.
The Study identifies a comprehensive strategy for
implementing targeted safety countermeasures,
including location-specific and systemic corridorwide elements.
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The Study recommends a phased approach so that
enhancements can be deployed quickly, with available
funding, tested and evaluated, and modified as required
before more permanent and capital-intensive measures
are designed and constructed. Table 3 summarizes how
the study team arrived at key safety recommendations
and when each will be tested or implemented. The
phasing strategy is described in more detail in Chapter
5, Next Steps.

Figure 26: Community residents discussing collision data
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Table 3: Key Recommendations and Phasing
Data Type

Quantitative

What We Saw & Heard

What We’re Doing

An unsignalized locations, 20% of crashes involve
a left turn movement originating from side streets,
despite representing only ~1% of overall volume

Installing right-turn only design at stopcontrolled side streets

People walking are involved in 14% of collisions
but represent 60% of the fatal and severe injury
collisions on Wilshire Blvd

Enhancing crosswalk visibility thorough
advance yield markings and pedestrian signs
at every stop-controlled intersection

Page 43

Older Santa Monica residents (>55 years)
represent 27% of the city population but 70%
of the fatal and severe injury collisions on
Wilshire Blvd

Update pedestrian signal time to 2.8 feet/
second at 23rd St.

Page 45

15% of Nighttime Crashes involve a median strike

Installing Reflective Pavement Markers
around perimeter of medians

Page 46

40% of public comments identified difficult
crossing conditions as the major issues on
Wilshire Blvd

Qualitative

Where Can I
Learn More?
Pages 40-42

Higher Visibility Crosswalks with Rectangular
Rapid Flash Beacons at 5 locations:
• 10th Street
• 18th Street
• 22nd Street
• 25th Street, and
• Franklin Street

Page 43

Installing Leading Pedestrian Interval at all
signalized intersections across Wilshire Blvd

Page 45

Comments from bus operators that near-side
stop locations can pose safety challenges and
impact operational efficiency

Re-locating bus stops to far-side and
installing queue jump lanes

Public comment that people bicycling have
trouble crossing Wilshire

Enhancing intersection markings for people
bicycling at existing north-south bicycle
routes

Public comment regarding issue with street
lighting & visibility at night

Begin Photometric Lighting Study

Page 51

Public comment and observed issues regarding
TNC operators, and other loading/unloading
along the corridor

Begin Curbside Management Plan

Pages 47-48
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When Is it
Happening?

Pages 48-49

Page 50-51

Short-term
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Data Type

What We Saw & Heard

Qualitative

Quantitative

Where Can I
Learn More?

Prioritizing protected-only left turn and split
phasing at 7 locations

Pages 44-45

Four intersection crash hot-spots on Wilshire
Boulevard highlighted during an 11-year Vision
Zero Safety Analysis: 16th, 18th, 21st, and 25th

Designing new intersection safety features
at each location

Pages 54-59

Red zone violations reduce sight lines at
intersections

Installing curb extensions to formalize red
curb at priority locations

High volume of public comments at 22nd,
Harvard, and Centinela

Designing new intersection safety
features at each location

Observed issues with loading & unloading in red
zones

Installing curb extensions at priority
locations to restrict loading / unloading
in red curb

Chelsea Ave meets signal warrant analysis

Installing traffic signal at Chelsea Ave,
enhancing bicycle crossing to Douglas Park

Page 50

Reduced bus operational efficiency due to
many bus stops located near-side

Evaluating initial bus improvements and
continue implementation of stop relocations
and queue jumps where appropriate

Page 48

challenging

Installing curb extensions where appropriate
to reduce exposure for people walking and
formalize red curb.

Page 47

Public comment regarding issue with street
lighting & visibility at night

Implementing recommendations from
Photometric Lighting Study

Page 73

Public comment and observed issues regarding
TNC operators, and other loading/unloading
along the corridor

Implementing recommendations from
Curbside Management Plan

Page 73

Public comment regarding difficulty seeing
traffic signals due to solar glare

Consider replacing existing signal borders
with larger size.

Page 46

New traffic signal at Wilshire/16th Street

Crossing Wilshire and side streets on foot is

Qualitative

RECOMMENDATIONS

What We’re Doing

87% of crashes at signalized intersections are
Vehicle-to-Vehicle crashes. 42% of these involve
left-turning vehicles.

Quantitative
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When Is it
Happening?

Pages 62-63
Page 47

Medium Term

Pages 60-61
Pages 64-67
Page 54-67

Long Term
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SYSTEMIC SAFETY
RECOMMENDATIONS
UNSIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
The Wilshire Boulevard study corridor includes 16
unsignalized intersections (excluding alleyways). As
described in the Systemic Safety Analysis section, one
of the key crash trends involves vehicles making through
and left-turn maneuvers from side streets onto and
across Wilshire Boulevard. These turning maneuvers
result in a high incidence of angle crashes along the
corridor and a higher rate of severe pedestrian and
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bicyclist injuries, and they impact overall traffic flow
and safety along the corridor. Review of crash data
and site conditions by the Study Team and through
many community comments indicates that pedestrians
have difficulty crossing Wilshire Boulevard at these
uncontrolled intersections, and they are being injured
when motorists fail to yield. The Study Team has
developed the following recommendations, illustrated
in Figure 27 and explained below, to reduce conflicts and
enhance safety and functionality for all users.

is recommending installing new traffic signals at the
intersections of Wilshire Boulevard at 16th Street
and Wilshire Boulevard at Chelsea Street. These two
locations both met traffic signal warrant criteria and are
further described on pages 51 and 48, respectively.

RIGHT-TURN ONLY RESTRICTIONS
In response to numerous public comments and observed
safety conditions at the intersection of Harvard Street
and Wilshire Boulevard, the City’s Traffic Management
staff installed a right-turn only treatment at the Harvard
Street northbound and southbound approaches in
October 2019. The installation was completed using
low-cost, temporary materials including paint,

NEW TRAFFIC SIGNALS
Following a detailed review crash history, traffic
volumes, and site specific conditions, the Study team

EXAMPLE

IMPROVEMENTS
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Franklin St
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25th St

Chelsea Ave

24th St

22nd St
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18th St

16th St

12th St

10th St

9th St

Ocean Ave

Wilshire
Blvd

Flexposts

Signs and markings would be
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Flexposts

Advance Yield Lines

Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacon (RRFB)

New Traffic Signal

Right turn Only

Figure 27: Unsignalized Intersection Countermeasures
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• Current movements allowed
• Significant opportunities for conflict
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• Proposed movements allowed
• Significant reduction in conflict points

Figure 28: Reduced Number of Conflicts with Proposed Design Configuration

flex-posts,and signage, and it restricted left-turn and
through maneuvers across Wilshire Boulevard (see Figure
29).
Community comments received after installation have
been positive, and several people have commented
that the project has improved traffic conditions at the
intersection. The Study Team recommends deploying
this same treatment at all other unsignalized locations
along the corridor, with the exception of 16th Street
and Centinela Avenue, to reduce conflicts and enhance
pedestrian safety and access along the corridor. This
countermeasure will systemically address the safety
issues at these intersections by reducing conflicts
(Figure 28) and motorist confusion. It will also eliminate
the potential for motorists to form two travel lanes at
the side street approach, which simplifies traffic flow
and further reduces conflicts.
At the second community meeting/Special Meeting of
the Planning Commission on October 17, 2019, the Study
Team presented two options for implementing rightturn only restrictions along Wilshire Boulevard. They
could first be installed at select, prioritized locations
and then evaluated; or they could be installed at all
locations and then evaluated. At this meeting, a majority
of participants expressed a preference for installing this
measure at all locations in the initial phase.
Following much consideration by the Study Team, and
in consultation with City staff, it was determined that
installing this treatment at all locations would provide
greater consistency, predictability, and overall driver
expectation. This option will also proactively provide
an immediate safety improvement to all locations that
experience the same systemic safety issue, as opposed
to waiting until later to react to safety issues (collisions,
complaints, etc).”

Figure 29: Right-Turn-Only Treatment on Harvard St
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Figure 30: Side Street Left-turn Through Traffic Volumes during Peak Period as a Percentage of Total Intersection Volume

“I see A LOT of cars trying to cross Wilshire and
make a left hand turn...
from 25th to the opposite side of Wilshire.
They block both lanes of Wilshire or ignore that
the cars turning from Wilshire have the rightof-way. Same with the intersections of Wilshire
and Princeton and Wilshire and Chelsea.

It would help so much if you would do
what you did at Wilshire and Harvard,
where you can only turn right onto
Wilshire. I have seen pedestrians
almost hit and many many many near
crashes.”
Comment from online Take the Friendly Road map after
the Harvard/Wilshire treatment was installed

Limiting the side streets to right-turn only at
unsignalized intersections will result in minimal
negative impacts to the traffic network. Volumes of
vehicles turning left or traveling through from side
streets are very low. Excluding the intersection of 16th
Street and Wilshire Boulevard (which is recommended
to be converted to a signalized intersection) the
left-turn and through volumes by approach are, on
average, a combined 15 vehicles per hour in the AM
peak period and 18 vehicles per hour in the PM peak,
which corresponds to just one vehicle trip every 3 to
4 minutes. Overall, the left-turn and through volume
represent less than 1 percent of total intersection
volume for both the morning andevening rush hour
periods, which is well within the daily fluctuations of
traffic volume (see Figure 30). As explained previously,
these left-turn and through movements also tend to
block through traffic along eastbound and westbound
Wilshire Boulevard as vehicles get stuck in the middle
of the roadway while trying to make staged maneuvers.
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Removing these low-volume/high-conflict movements
will allow traffic on Wilshire Boulevard to flow better and
reduce traffic diversion to the more residential parallel
side streets of California Avenue and Arizona Avenue.
Right-turn only treatments are also quick to install with
low cost materials and will be monitored, and adjusted if
necessary, by City staff.
A traffic diversion analysis was conducted to understand
existing diversion along and across the corridor. The
diversion examined the mid-day peak period when high
pedestrian volumes were observed due to the lunchtime
rush. The data was used to provide a baseline condition
to determine whether drivers were avoiding through
movements at certain unsignalized intersections due to
a lack of gaps on Wilshire Boulevard. This analysis found
that 1 out of every 10 motorists attempting a left or
through movement gives up and turns right, and a total
of 20-30 percent of motor vehicle traffic makes a right
and then a left across Wilshire further down the corridor.

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY

RECTANGULAR RAPID
FLASHING BEACONS (RRFB)
The Study Team recommends the use of rectangular
rapid flashings beacons (RRFB) at five unsignalized
intersections. These intersections are Wilshire Boulevard
at 10th, 18th, 22nd, 25th, and Franklin streets. The
RRFB is a supplemental system of flashing amber
beacons mounted under a pedestrian warning sign at
an intersection approach. When a pedestrian pushes
a button, the beacons are activated to flash in rapid
succession, signaling to motorists that they must
yield to the pedestrian crossing the street. RRFBs are a
supplemental crossing treatment that greatly improve
driver yielding rates at crosswalks versus static signs.
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FHWA1 endorses this treatment as a proven safety
countermeasure and recommends combining RRFBs with
medians and curb extensions for additional safety in the
Guide for Improving Pedestrian Safety at Uncontrolled
Crossing Locations.2 Recommendations for curb
extensions are described in more detail in the hot-spot
recommendations sections.
The study recommends early implementation of RRFBs at
these five locations and recommends pairing installation
with updated signs and yield pavement markings. The
City will also conduct a pre- and post-evaluation of yield
compliance to evaluate site-specific effectiveness and
determine whether any field adjustments are required.
Following this evaluation, the City will determine whether
to deploy these improvements to other locations
along the corridor. One future location for additional
consideration, based on comments received at the
Special Meeting of the Planning Commission, may
include Wilshire Boulevard at 24th Street. This is due to
an anticipated increase in foot traffic generated by the
new Trader Joe’s development, which opened in 2019. The
City is also exploring a potential RRFB at 9th Street due
to public requests at that location, however the Project
Team recommends first evaluting the RRFB operation
at 10th Street before installing one at an immediately
adjacent location.

ADVANCE YIELD LINES AND ENHANCED
PEDESTRIAN SIGNAGE

Figure 31: RRFB
1
2

Additional signs and pavement markings are a lowcost way to alert motorists to expect pedestrians
crossing the street at unsignalized intersections and to
address failure to yield collisions occurring on Wilshire

FHWA https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/intersection/conventional/unsignalized/tech_sum/fhwasa09009/ 2
July 2018, Updated https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/innovation/everydaycounts/edc_4/STEP-guide-improving-ped-safety.pdf
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Figure 32: Advance Yield Lines and Enhanced
Pedestrian Signage

Boulevard. California state law requires drivers to yield
to pedestrians in a crosswalk, and the City has upgraded
the crosswalks at unsignalized intersections to highvisibility continental style markings.
Additional recommended treatments include
supplemental yield markings to be placed approximately
30 feet before marked crosswalks. This series of white
triangles placed across travel lanes, referred to as
“sharks teeth” and used to indicate where motorists
must yield, can help reduce the potential for “double
threat” crashes. These markings will be used on Wilshire
Boulevard in conjunction with enhanced signs at each
crosswalk, including dual pedestrian warning signs and
supplemental arrows directing motorists to yield to
pedestrians.

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY
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SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS
Key trends for signalized intersections, outlined in
further detail in the Systemic Safety Analysis section,
are that they have a high rate of left turn crashes
and the highest overall rate of crashes. The following
improvement recommendations will address several
issues at signalized intersections along Wilshire

REFLECTIVE MARKERS

Boulevard.

Reflective markers significantly improve visibility of
road features. The Study Team recommends installing
reflective markers around the entire perimeter of all the
medians on the corridor, including at the nose and along
the edges of the medians adjacent to the travel lanes.
These markers will help enhance visibility of the median
during low light conditions and could help towards
reducing the occurrence of median crashes.

PROTECTED LEFT-TURN PHASING
All eastbound and westbound left-turn movements at
signalized intersections operate as either permissiveonly phasing or protected-permissive phasing. This
means the majority of the heaviest left-turn movements
from Wilshire Boulevard operate concurrently with
pedestrians crossing and opposing through traffic.

The data indicates this may be contributing to left
turn crashes. The top five locations along Wilshire
Boulevard with the highest rate of left turn crashes
are at signalized locations, and contribute to a higher
occurrence of angle crashes. The lack of fully protected
left turns also results in high numbers of motorists
making left turns during yellow and red phasing
conditions. Additionally, without protected phasing,
there are conflicts between left-turning vehicles and
pedestrians legally crossing side streets.
Protected-only Left Turn Phasing provides a dedicated
portion of the traffic signal cycle for left turning
vehicles only, separating that movement from all others,
including opposing through vehicles and people walking
across the street, By converting existing permissive or
protected-permissive left-turn phasing to protectedonly left-turn phasing, the conflict between left-turning

Protected Left Turn

Updated Signal Timing
for Older Adults

Leading Pedestrian Interval
*LPIs installed during the study period.

Figure 33: Signalized Intersection Safety Countermeasures
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and opposing through movement vehicles is removed.
This will also mitigate conflicts between left-turning
vehicles and pedestrians crossing minor streets.
As retrofitting all signals on Wilshire Boulevard with
this feature will be costly, the Study Team developed
a prioritization methodology to determine priority
locations. This methodology considers crash data, leftturn volumes, and community input. The Study Team
recommends prioritizing the following locations for
protected-only phasing, as funding is identified:

• 4th Street, westbound
• 5th Street, northbound
• Lincoln Boulevard, eastbound and
southbound

|
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During the safety study process, the community
identified LPIs as a key safety feature that the City
should add at signalized intersections along Wilshire
Boulevard. At the start of the safety study, several
Wilshire Boulevard intersections already had LPI signal
timing. Based on how widely supported LPIs are and how
easy they are to implement, the Study Team proceeded
with setting up LPI phasing at the remaining signalized
intersections (Wilshire Boulevard at Lincoln Boulevard,
Yale Street, and Berkeley Street) in October 2019. All
signalized intersections now have an LPI across Wilshire
Boulevard, with the exception of the intersection of
Centinela Ave and Wilshire Boulevard, which is under the
jurisdiction of Los Angeles; and Ocean Avenue at Wilshire
Boulevard, which has an LPI across Ocean.

The Study Team recommends coordinating with the
City of Los Angeles to install an LPI at Centinela Ave
and Wilshire Boulevard. This coordination has begun in
December 2019.

SIGNAL TIMING UPGRADES FOR
ELDERLY/DISABLED PEDESTRIANS
Pedestrian crossing times at signalized intersections
are calculated using an average adult walking speed.
However, Santa Monica has an above average number
of elderly adults and some of the city’s signalized
intersections may not provide adequate time for some
pedestrians to cross Wilshire Boulevard.

• 16th Street (new traffic signal), all directions
• 20th Street, wesbound
• 26th Street, all directions
• Berkeley, split phasing for northbound/
southbound due to offset geometry
The City should continue evaluate the need for
protected phasing as conditions and land uses change
in the future.

LEADING PEDESTRIAN INTERVALS
Leading pedestrian intervals (LPIs) give pedestrians a
“head start” to cross the street a few seconds before
motorists can legally turn right. LPIs typically last at
least 3 seconds but can range depending on intersection
context. The LPI allows pedestrians to establish
themselves in the crosswalk, thus improving crossing
conditions.
Figure 34: Protected Only Left Turn Arrow
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Figure 35: Leading Pedestrian Interval
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The Study Team recommends updating signal timing to
accomodate slow walking or crossing speeds (2.8 ft/sec)
at the intersecton of 23rd Street at Wilshire Boulevard
and the future signal at 16th Street and Wilshire
Boulevard due to their proxmity to St. John’s Health
Center and UCLA Medical Center, respectively.

REPLACE AND ENHANCE
EXISTING BACK PLATES
Consider replacing existing signal backplates with larger
borders to reduce solar glare. These could be considered
in the east-west direction along the roadway for all
traffic signal locations.
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CORRIDOR-WIDE
RECOMMENDATIONS
PAVEMENT MARKINGS
AND SIGNAGE
In addition to recommendations at priority intersections,
changes to pavement markings and signing are needed
for the entire corridor to ensure consistency in the user
experience. Parking edge lines will be added in both
directions of Wilshire Boulevard, formalizing on-street
parking while also visually narrowing the outside travel
lanes. Research has shown that introducing parking edge
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lines can have positive impacts on motor vehicle speed
reduction, which is particularly important adjacent to
unsignalized pedestrian crossing locations.
Likewise, all signing along Wilshire Boulevard will be
upgraded. These changes will include installing signing to
support new roadway treatments, removing signing that
is no longer needed as a result of new treatments, and
removing unnecessary or redundant signing that acts as
visual clutter and is no longer useful for users of Wilshire
Boulevard. As this effort is conducted, all signing will also
be checked to ensure it meets a recommended height
of 7 feet corridor-wide. Signing that does not meet the
recommended height will be upgraded accordingly.

SIGHTLINES
The Study Team recommends the following safety
countermeasures to improve visibility along the corridor
and enhance overall safety for all users.

FORMALIZE RED ZONES
Red zone violations by short-term passenger and
commercial vehicle loading, especially at the near
side of intersections, limits the visibility of vehicles,
pedestrians, and bicyclists and impacts bus stop access
and performance.
The Study Team recommends that curb extensions be
installed where possible to fill in red zones to prevent
illegal loading or unloading in these locations. These
should be prioritized at the near side of intersections,
in hot-spot locations (described in more detail below),
across side streets where the geometry allows, and at
locations where there are limited conflicts with observed
high U-turn movements. Consideration should be given
so as not to preclude the addition of bus queue jump
lanes and emergency vehicle access. In addition to
improving sight lines, curb extensions reduce pedestrian
exposure to vehicles by shortening crossing distances,
reducing turning traffic speed, and limiting erratic
maneuvers by narrowing the travel way.

CURBSIDE MANAGEMENT PLAN
Even if red zones are formalized with curb extensions,
short-term uses such as passenger loading, ride hailing
services (i.e., Uber and Lyft), and commercial loading will
still need to be accommodated elsewhere so that activity
is not displaced into the travel lanes and/or adjacent

Figure 36: Sight Distance Improvement with Curb Extensions (Source: NACTO)
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neighborhoods. The overall demand for these service and
commercial deliveries has grown substantially in recent
years and will likely continue to grow and evolve.

PEDESTRIAN REFUGE MEDIANS
As a priority improvement, it is recommended that the
existing flax plants located within the pedestrian refuge
medians be removed and replaced with a lower growth
plant to reduce or eliminate ongoing maintenance or
trimming requirements and to improve overall sightlines.
This will enhance visibility of pedestrians waiting to
cross within the refuge and improve motorist sight lines.

STREET FURNITURE
Where possible, street furniture (e.g., trash cans,
newspaper boxes, etc.) should be relocated and/or not
placed on the near side corners of intersections. This
will reduce reduce potential sight line spot obstructions.

Signalized Intersections

Priority Bus Stop
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Priority Bus Queue Jump
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Other Bus
Queue Jump
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The Study Team recommends a more detailed evaluation
of current utilization of the existing curb, with a focus
on short-term uses. It also recommends developing
actionable strategies and measures to better serve
the evolving and diverse needs of the corridor.
Recommendations may include but are not limited to
creating dedicated short-term parking and commercial
loading areas to help reduce the occurrence of motorist
parking/standing in red zones and bus stops, which has
a negative impact on overall pedestrian safety and bus
performance along the corridor.

Bus stops at 22nd St. and 24th St. can
be consolidated and moved to 23rd St.

0.5 mi

Figure 37: Proposed Bus Stop Safety Enhancements

BUS SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS

FAR-SIDE BUS STOP RELOCATION

With the completion of the Metro Purple Line extension
to the Westwood/VA Hospital campus station targeted
for 2026, the demand for bus service along Wilshire
Boulevard will only grow in importance. This emphasizes
the need to enhance bus performance and passenger
safety to access these services.

Relocating bus stops from the near side to the far side
of intersections (particularly at signalized intersections)
can enhance bus and passenger safety and can improve
service reliability by reducing signal delay. As referenced
in the NACTO Urban Street Design Guide, far-side stops
allow pedestrians to cross on foot behind the bus, which
is safer than crossing in front of the bus, where there is
limited visibility. On multi-lane roadways, far-side stops
also make pedestrians more visible to drivers waiting
at traffic signals. Far-side stops also reduce conflicts
with right-turning vehicles, reduce lost time at traffic
signals, and typically occupy less curb space than nearside stops.

Based on a review of current safety and operational
conditions along Wilshire Boulevard, the Study Team
recommends a variety of site-specific tactics at key
locations to enhance BBB and Metro passenger safety
and bus reliability and performance along the corridor.
These recommendations include but are not limited to
the following, and are illustrated by level of priority in

The Study Team has identified 15 bus stop locations
along the corridor for potential relocation to farside, with two of these bus stops identified as
priority bus stop relocations for the first Phase of
safety improvements. Additionally, the Study Team
recommends as a priority a bus stop conslidation which

Figure 37.
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will create two new far-side stops at Wilshire Bouelvard
and 23rd Street.

BUS QUEUE JUMP LANES
Bus queue jump treatments allow buses to advance
through an intersection to a far-side stop from the
near-side right-turn lane, minimizing signal delay for
buses (see Figure 39). The benefit of these lanes are
that they can be implemented for short sections ahead
of the intersection rather than providing a continuous
exclusive lane along the curbside. Queue jumps typically
require some curbside space to bypass near-side traffic
at signalized locations so that buses can “jump” ahead
of queued vehicles – however they have less impact
on parking and require less overall enforcement. This
countermeasure will also allow for curb extensions to be
installed at other locations along the corridor without
impacting bus safety and performance enhancements.
The Study Team is recommending installation of queue
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jump lanes in the eastbound direction of Wilshire
Boulevard at 6th Street, Lincoln Boulevard, and 14th
Street. The Study Team is also recommending that the
City continue to identify other locations for bus queue
jumps at signalized intersections along the corridor
where bus stops are relocated from near to far side.

BUS STOP CONSOLIDATION
Review of bus stop locations along Wilshire Boulevard
identified the opportunity to combine bus stops at 22nd
Street and 24th Street into a single bus stop at the 23rd
Street traffic signal. Standard practice is to place bus
stops approximately 1,000 to 1,200 feet apart to stop
delay and improve bus performance. BBB staff identified
this relocation as a priority for their operations and
for transit user safety. Relocating these stops from
unsignalized intersections to far-side locations at
signalized intersections will improve overall roadway
safety and enhance pedestrian access to the service.
The vacated curb space may allow for the creation of
Figure 39: Bus Queue Jump Sign Example (Source: NACTO)

short-term parking along the corridor to reduce red zone
violations by passenger and commercial vehicles.

SIGNAL TIMING ENHANCEMENTS

Figure 38: Example of Near-side to Far-side Bus Stop Relocation
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Following initial review of BBB route 2 data during the
Study period, Traffic Management staff has already
increased the timing of the Wilshire Boulevard westbound
protected left-turn phase onto 4th Street to help address
identified bus slowdowns and bunching at that location.
City staff, in coordination with BBB, will continue to
monitor bus performance along the corridor, making
timing adjustments as necessary and working to advance
improvements that balance pedestrian and passenger
safety with bus performance along the corridor.

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY
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BICYCLE IMPROVEMENTS
ENHANCED NORTH-SOUTH BIKE
CONNECTIONS
There are six bicycle priority streets with existing bicycle
lanes that cross Wilshire Boulevard: 6th Street, 7th
Street, 11th Street, 14th Street, 17th Street, and Yale
Street. The Study Team proposes installing enhanced
bicycle accommodations at the northbound and
southbound approaches and across these
intersections. Enhanced visibility and consistency will
improve driver awareness, encourage bicycle activity
across Wilshire Boulevard, and improve connectivity to
parallel bicycle routes. Where appropriate and possible,
bicycle lanes will be extended up to the intersection,
and green markings will be provided across Wilshire
Boulevard. An example of the proposed typical bicycle
crossing treatment across Wilshire Boulevard is
illustrated in Figure 41.
Figure 40: Example Graphic of Bus Stop Colored Pavement Treatment

BUS-ONLY LEGEND/PAVEMENT MARKINGS
To help reduce prohibited short-term passenger and
commercial vehicle parking within bus stops, the Study
Team recommends pavement marking enhancement
to better delineate bus stops. Consideration should
be given to delineating the stops with white edge line,
adding “BUS ONLY” in pavement, and adding red or terra
cotta-colored paint to visually highlight the dedicated
transit space.
Implementation of red paint treatments has been
shown to reduce vehicle incursions by 30–50 percent
in other jurisdictions, and fewer incursions leads to
better on-time performance and reliability. The Study

Team is also recommending a wide range of pedestrian
safety improvements along the corridor to improve
passenger safety and access to bus service, including
but not limited to installation of curb extensions at
select locations. The proposed curb extensions will
be developed to not preclude planned or future bus
safety and operational enhancements, and they will be
designed so they can always be removed or modified if
necessary. In addition, other bus performance measures
such as signal priority could also be considered in
the future. Additional information regarding the
development of the proposed measures is provided
in the Response to Planning Commission Comments
(Appendix C).
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As noted previously, the City is working to install bicycle
detection across Wilshire Boulevard at all remaining
signalized intersections by summer 2020, which will
further facilitate safe bicycle crossings.

EASTERN END BICYCLE CONNECTION
The Study Team received a significant number of
comments regarding the need for a safe north-south
bicycle crossing at or in the vicinity of Chelsea Street.
The intersection is currently unsignalized and there
are limited north-south connections in the area where
bicyclists feel confident crossing Wilshire Boulevard.
The Bike Action Plan identifies Chelsea Avenue as a
north-south Neighborhood Greenway and notes that
a “Major Intersection Enhancement” may be required
at the intersection of Wilshire Boulevard and Chelsea
Avenue. In addition, an improved bicycle and pedestrian

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY

Wilshire Blvd
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seek funding to design and install a new traffic signal
at Chelsea Street. This location currently meets traffic
signal warrants and was also identified by Santa
Monica’s Community and Culture Services Department,
who manage Douglas Park, as a good access point to the
park for people walking and biking. The signal will allow
bicyclists to be detected and not have to dismount.

Install Green Intersection
Pavement Markings with White
Chevrons to Continue Bike Lane
through Intersection, TYP.

LIGHTING EVALUATION
The Study Team recommends completing a detailed
photometric assessment of the entire corridor to
bring the current lighting up to current City and other
accepted standards to enhance safety conditions
for all users. The effort should consider existing light
spread and where fixture upgrades are required; identify
where/if additional light poles are needed; and assess
any necessary modifications to the existing circuitry to
accommodate these improvements. The primary goal
of this effort will be to enhance visibility of pedestrians
and cyclists and target with higher rates of low light
condition crashes.

Existing Green Bike Lanes, TYP.

The Study Team recommends coordinating with shared
mobility pilot projects to keep bus stop locations free
and clear of devices. This will improve access for riders,
particularly those with accessibility needs.

Figure 41: Example Bicycle Crossing Improvement

connection in this area of the city will also improve
neighborhood connectivity and access to Douglas Park.

SHARED MOBILITY DROP ZONES

Boulevard in this section of the corridor.

In the near-term, an RRFB can be installed at 25th Street,
Following an extensive review of traffic and safety
which will provide a safe crossing for pedestrians and
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HOT-SPOT SAFETY
RECOMMENDATIONS
As mentioned in the safety analysis, specific
intersections, or “hot-spots,” were identified due
to their unique crash history, geometric conditions,
proximity to community resources, and/or Study team
observations and community input.

as hot-spot locations due to a combination of unique
safety, geometric conditions, and community input.
Detailed recommendations were developed to directly
address the unique conditions at each of these seven
locations.

Four of the hot-spot intersections— Wilshire Boulevard
at 16th, 18th, 21st, and 25th streets—were identified
in the City’s Vision Zero analysis as “high priority
intersections” due to the occurrence of fatal and
severe injury crashes. During the Study process, three
more intersections— Wilshire Boulevard at 22nd Street,
Harvard Street, and Centinela Avenue—were identified

0

Figure 42: Seven “Hot Spot” Priority Locations
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1
2

New traffic signal with protected left turn
phasing

Curb extensions on all corners*

*The City will consider testing this safety
treatment with temporary materials that
restrict parking in red zones.
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WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
& 16TH STREET
Through data collection, detailed analysis, and input
from community members, 16th Street was identified
as an intersection with significant safety issues. The
intersection has had four severe injuries since 2006
and a high number of crashes involving older adults.
The intersection is also located in a school zone and
was identified in the 2013 Safe Routes to School Walk
Audit for Lincoln Elementary as a priority location.
Evaluation of current traffic patterns, pedestrian
volumes, and crash history indicate that this location
meets several traffic signal warrant criteria.
The recommendations for 16th Street include fully
signalizing the intersection; curb extensions at all
corners (where feasible) across Wilshire Boulevard
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and across 16th Street; improve lighting conditions;
and adding leading pedestrian interval signal phasing
(see Figure 43). It is anticipated that the existing
median will be removed at this intersection to offset
the left turns similar to the conditions at the other
signalized intersections.
The traffic signal will more safely control movements
at this intersection, which sees a high amount of
pedestrian activity, and the curb extensions will
minimize pedestrian crossing distances and reduce
the speed of right-turning vehicles when approaching
the intersection. The signal should provide a
leading pedestrian interval across Wilshire to give
pedestrians a few seconds of walk time before the
traffic signal turns green, making them more visible in
the crosswalk.
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Figure 43: Wilshire Blvd and 16th Street
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1

RRFB on both legs across Wilshire Blvd.

2

Curb extensions on all corners*

3

Reflective markers around median perimeter

4

Right turn only from the side street

5

Detectable warning surfaces at medians

6
7

New metered parking spaces in existing
red curb zone

Crosswalk warning signs, school
zone signs, and advance yield lines

*The City will consider testing this safety
treatment with temporary materials that
restrict parking in red zones.
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WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
AND 18TH STREET
This intersection is also located in a school zone.
In conversations with Pilgrim Lutheran Church and
Pacifica High School staff, as well as in comments
throughout the engagement process, stakeholders
requested better pedestrian crossing conditions at
18th Street.

The medians at this intersection will remain in place
and will include the installation of reflective pavement
markers along the edges to increase visibility for
approaching vehicles. Medians will incorporate
detectable warning surfaces for sight-impaired
pedestrians.

The recommendations for 18th Street include curb
extensions at all corners across Wilshire Boulevard
and side streets (where feasible); restricting
movements on 18th Street to right-turn only;
enhanced lighting; improved signage and markings,
and the installation of an RRFB across Wilshire (see
Figure 44).

Advance yield lines, pedestrian crossing signs, and
school crossing signs will also be installed. The RRFBs
will be installed in both directions (each direction will
receive two signs, one on the sidewalk and one in the
median, for a total of four signs and beacons), thus
improving crossing conditions and vehicle yielding
rates.

The right-turn only from 18th Street will be reinforced
with pavement markings and flex posts that will
only allow for vehicle right turns, which will improve
pedestrian safety and create more predictable
movements.
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Figure 44: Wilshire Blvd and 18th Street
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1

Crosswalk signs and advance yield line

2

Curb extensions on all corners*

3

Expanded median with perimeter reflective
markers**

4

Right turn only from the side street

5

Mountable curb at left turn pocket

6

Detectable warning surfaces at medians

*The City will consider testing this safety
treatment with temporary materials that
restrict parking in red zones.
** The City will consider testing this safety
improvement with temporary materials like
flexposts, striping, and paint.
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WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
AND 21ST STREET
The 21st Street intersection has an irregular geometry
where the streets are not directly aligned, which
results in some erratic maneuvers by drivers. There
have been two fatalities here since 2006 (one of them
being a pedestrian). The recommendations for 21st
Street include maintaining stop control on 21st Street
approaches; expanding the median to eliminate the
westbound left-turn pocket; curb extensions at all
corners; and restricting movements on 21st Street to
right only.

The modified medians will also include reflective
pavement markers along the edges to increase
visibility for approaching vehicles and detectable
warning surfaces for sight-impaired pedestrians.

An expanded median will eliminate the westbound
left turn pocket, reducing the number of vehiclepedestrian conflicts and improving crossing
conditions on Wilshire Boulevard. This will also
improve the function of the higher volume eastbound
left turn by removing the existing overlap between
the turns. A mountable curb feature for the
eastbound left turn pocket will allow first responders
and the City’s waste management vehicles to make
the westbound left turn movement.

The right-turn only restriction from 21st Street will
be reinforced with pavement markings and flex
posts that will only allow for vehicle right turns,
thus improving pedestrian safety and creating more
predictable movements.

At the October 17th Community Meeting, the Study
Team presented two potential options for 21st
Street, one which retained the westbound left turn. A
majority of attendees preferred the option presented
here, which eliminates the westbound left turn lane
and reduces the potential for conflict.
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Curb extensions are proposed on all corners into
Wilshire Boulevard to reduce crossing distances
and eliminate the opportunity for vehicles to park in
current red zones. This will improve sight lines for
crossing pedestrians.

Advance yield lines and pedestrian crossing signs will
be installed on Wilshire Boulevard prior to crosswalks.
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Figure 45: Wilshire Blvd and 21st Street
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1

RRFB on both legs across Wilshire Blvd.

2

Curb extensions on all corners*

3

Reflective markers around median perimeter

4

Right turn only from the side street

5

Detectable warning surfaces at medians

6

Crosswalk signs and advance yield lines

*The City will consider testing this safety
treatment with temporary materials that
restrict parking in red zones.
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WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
AND 22ND STREET
The vast majority of public comments addressed
22nd Street, primarily due to a significant number
of comments regarding the difficult crossings
conditions, especially for very young school children
trying to get to and from Cassidy Preschool. The
recommendations for 22nd Street are similar to
18th Street: curb extensions at all corners across
Wilshire Boulevard; restricting movements on 22nd
Street to right-turn only; maintaining stop control on
22nd Street, and installing an RRFB across Wilshire
Boulevard.
The right-turn only restriction from 22nd Street
will be reinforced with pavement markings and flex
posts that will only allow for right turns for vehicles.
This will improve pedestrian safety and create more
predictable movements.
The medians at this intersection will remain in place
and will include the installation of reflective pavement
markers along the edges to increase visibility for
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approaching vehicles. Medians will incorporate
detectable warning surfaces for sight-impaired
pedestrians.
Advance yield lines and pedestrian crossing signs will
be installed on Wilshire Boulevard prior to crosswalks.
The RRFBs will be installed in both directions (each
direction will receive two signs, one on the sidewalk
and one in the median, for a total of four signs and
beacons). This will improve crossing conditions and
vehicle yielding rates.
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Figure 46: Wilshire Blvd and 22nd Street
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1

RRFB on both legs across Wilshire Blvd.

2

Curb extensions on all corners*

3

Reflective markers around median perimeter

4

Expanded median with perimeter markers
around median perimeter**

5

Crosswalk signs and advance yield line

6

Right turn only from the side street

7

Detectable warning surfaces at medians

*The City will consider testing this safety
treatment with temporary materials that
restrict parking in red zones.
** The City will consider testing this safety
improvement with temporary materials like
flexposts, striping, and paint
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WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
AND 25TH STREET
The unsignalized 25th Street intersection serves as
one of the major pedestrian gateways to Douglas
Park. To improve pedestrian crossing conditions, the
recommendations include maintaining stop control
on 25th Street approaches; expanding the median
to eliminate the westbound left-turn pocket and
potential conflicts with pedestrians; curb extensions
at all corners across Wilshire Boulevard and RRFBs for
both directions of Wilshire Boulevard.

edges to increase visibility for approaching vehicles
and will incorporate detectable warning surfaces for
sight-impaired pedestrians.

The right-turn only restriction from 25th Street
will be reinforced with pavement markings and flex
posts that will only allow for right turns for vehicles,
thus improving pedestrian safety and creating more
predictable movements.

The RRFBs will be installed in both directions (each
direction receives two signs, one on the sidewalk
and one in the median, for a total of four signs and
beacons). This will improve crossing conditions and
vehicle yielding rates.

Eliminating the westbound left-turn pocket will
reduce vehicle-pedestrian conflicts and improve
pedestrian crossing conditions on Wilshire Boulevard
and operation of the higher volume eastbound leftturn movement. The design will allow emergency
vehicles to make a westbound left turn if needed.

Advance yield lines and pedestrian crossing signs will
be installed on Wilshire Boulevard prior to crosswalks.

The medians will be upgraded to include the
installation of reflective pavement markers along the
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Curb extensions are proposed on all corners into
Wilshire Boulevard to reduce crossing distances
and eliminate the opportunity for vehicles to park in
current red zones. This will improve sight lines for
crossing pedestrians.
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Figure 47: Wilshire Blvd and 25th Street
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1

OPTION 1: Retain both left turn pockets
within the intersection and include a
mountable median strip

2

Curb extensions on all corners*

3

Expanded median with perimeter markers
around median perimeter**

4

Crosswalk signs and advance yield line

5

Right turn only from the side street

6

Detectable warning surfaces at medians
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RECOMMENDATIONS

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
AND HARVARD STREET OPTION 1: RECOMMENDED
The unsignalized Harvard Street intersection has an
irregular geometry where the streets are not directly
aligned, resulting in left turn movements that overlap
and that cause inefficient intersection operations.
Recent changes to land use in the area (i.e., Erewhon
Market) have also increased pedestrian traffic and
crossings at this intersection. Frequent illegal parking
also occurs within red curb areas, reducing sight
distance. This is particularly problematic for pedestrians
crossing the street. This location was the subject of a
significant number of comments from the community
during the outreach process.

*The City will consider testing this safety
treatment with temporary materials that
restrict parking in red zones.
** The City will consider testing this safety
improvement with temporary materials like
flexposts, striping, and paint
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The recommendations for the Harvard Street intersection
includes two options. Option 1 maintains stop control
on Harvard Street; expands the median on both sides
of Wilshire Boulevard, preserves both eastbound and
westbound left-turns; includes a mountable center
curb to allow access for emergency vehicles and waste
management vehicles; and includes curb extensions at
all corners across Wilshire Boulevard. The City recently
installed right-turn only restrictions on Harvard Street
and reinforced this with flex posts and pavement
markings.
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Figure 48: Wilshire Blvd and Harvard Street - OPTION 1 (RECOMMENDED)
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1

OPTION 2: Retain westbound left turn pocket
and include a mountable median strip

2

Curb extensions on all corners*

3

Expanded median with perimeter markers
around median perimeter**

4

Crosswalk signs and advance yield line

5

Right turn only from the side street

6

Detectable warning surfaces at medians
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RECOMMENDATIONS

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
AND HARVARD STREET OPTION 2: ALTERNATIVE
The unsignalized Harvard Street intersection has an
irregular geometry where the streets are not directly
aligned, resulting in left turn movements that overlap
and that cause inefficient intersection operations.
Recent changes to land use in the area (i.e., Erewhon
Market) have also increased pedestrian traffic
and crossings at this intersection. Frequent illegal
parking also occurs within red curb areas, reducing
sight distance. This is particularly problematic for
pedestrians crossing the street. Lastly, this location
was the subject of a significant number of comments
from the community during the outreach process.

*The City will consider testing this safety
treatment with temporary materials that
restrict parking in red zones.
** The City will consider testing this safety
improvement with temporary materials like
flexposts, striping, and paint
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The recommendations for the Harvard Street intersection
includes two options. Option 2 maintains stop control
on Harvard Street; expands the median on both sides of
Wilshire Boulevard and eliminates the eastbound left-turn
pocket, provides a mountable curb for the westbound
left-turn pocket to allow access for emergency vehicles
and waste management vehicles; and includes curb
extensions at all corners across Wilshire Boulevard.
Option 2 was evaluated and considered, but the
Study Team recommends first pursuing Option 1 using
temporary materials. Option 2 will be considered in
the future after an assessment of Option 1 benefits or
impacts to safety and operations.
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Figure 49: Wilshire Blvd and Harvard Street - OPTION 2 (ALTERNATIVE)
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1

Signal modifications: Leading Pedestrian
Interval, Update signal time for slower walking
speeds, Protected Left turn phasing.

2

Curb extension*

3

New expanded median with perimeter
reflective markers and gateway plantings**

4

Detectable warning surfaces at medians

5

Upgraded Pedestrian Ramp

6

Enhanced “Keep Clear” Markings
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RECOMMENDATIONS

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
AND CENTINELA AVENUE
The intersection of Wilshire Boulevard and Centinela
Avenue borders the City of Los Angeles and is a gateway
into Santa Monica. However, the skewed approaches
and close proximity of signals creates a confusing
intersection that creates many traffic conflict points
and problematic conditions for pedestrians. Between
2012 and 2018 there were five pedestrian crashes, three
of which involved left-turning vehicles. To address these
crashes, recommendations include an expanded median
located in the middle of the west leg of the crosswalk to
slow northbound left turns by preventing the ability to cut
across diagonally; relocated crosswalks and curb ramps;
an expanded median nose; curb extensions; protected
left-turn signal phasing; and leading pedestrian interval
signal phasing on relevant approaches.
The new median will visually narrow the roadway and set
a slower speed tone as drivers enter Santa Monica.

*The City will consider testing this safety
treatment with temporary materials that
restrict parking in red zones.
** The City will consider testing this safety
improvement with temporary materials like
flexposts, striping, and paint

The proposed crosswalk, curb extensions, and expanded
median nose on the western approach will better align
the existing curb ramps, improve overall pedestrian
crossing opportunities and conditions, and tighten the
turning radii for northbound left-turning vehicles to
reduce speeds. These recommendations may partially fall
within the City of Los Angeles, meaning that additional
coordination will be required.
The recommended protected left-turn phasing and
leading pedestrian intervals will reduce vehicle/
pedestrian conflicts while also providing pedestrians
with a few seconds of additional time to enter the street
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before vehicles receive a green phase. This signalized
intersection recommendation has been submitted as
a request to the City of Los Angeles Department of
Transportation given the eastern extent of the signal is
within its boundary.
A new development is also underway at Centinela
Avenue, which informed the hot-spot design approach
for this intersection. The Study Team initially considered
a right-turn only treatment for southbound Centinela,
as well as extending a median into the intersection to
physically prevent left-turn movements. However, the
new development will already be forcing people to turn
right from their driveway onto Centinela, and forcing
right turns onto Wilshire could lead to unpredictable
and unsafe mid-block u-turn movements. The Mobility
Division will continue to monitor this condition as it
evolves.

BOULEVARD
OMMENDATION
DESIGN
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Figure 50: Wilshire Blvd and Centinela Ave
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The Study Team’s primary goal for the Wilshire Safety
Study was to identify the lowest cost, highest impact
approach to rethinking transportation safety through
design and operations. The previous chapters in
this report have covered how a robust community
engagement process and data analysis led to the
identification of targeted safety countermeasures on
Wilshire Boulevard. The Study Team is recommending
a phased approach to implementing countermeasures
so that enhancements can be deployed quickly, tested
and evaluated, and modified as required before more
permanent and capital-intensive measures are designed
and constructed.

PHASE 1 –
SHORT-TERM: 2020

The following sections detail the recommended phasing
strategy that allows for low-cost measures in the nearterm to provide immediate safety benefits while the City
works to conduct more detailed feasibility assessments,
advance design, and seek additional funding.

RIGHT-TURN ONLY
FROM SIDE STREETS

Short-term measures include low cost, corridor-wide
improvements and other detailed evaluations that can
be implemented immediately following the conclusion of
the study. These improvements are primarily those that
can be accomplished with paint, signage, flexposts, and
signal timing and that do not require substantial design
or reconstruction. At this time, Phase 1 is anticipated to
include the following based on available funding:

Right-turn only from stop-controlled side streets
(excluding alleys) will be implemented at all unsignalized
intersections on Wilshire Boulevard with the exception
of 16th Street, Centinela Avenue, and Harvard Street
(where this measure has already been installed).
Deploying this safety countermeasure at all locations
will allow for consistency through the corridor and will
help to reduce the occurrence of angle crashes, improve
pedestrian safety, and reduce motorist confusion. It
may also enhance traffic flow along the corridor.

HOT-SPOT IMPROVEMENTS
Some improvements at Hot-Spot Locations will be
initially implemented and tested with flex posts
and paint, and were denoted with an asterisk in the
recommendations section. This includes left turn
restrictions from Wilshire Blvd and expanded refuge
islands. These will be observed for effectiveness before
seeking funding to install in a more permanent fashion.
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RECTANGULAR RAPID
FLASH BEACONS
The Study Team recommends installing rectangular
rapid flash beacons (RRFB) at five intersection locations
(10th, 18th, 22nd, 25th, and Franklin streets) to enhance
crossing conditions across Wilshire Boulevard. The
RRFBs will be installed at the crossings across Wilshire
Boulevard and paired with associated signage and
marking enhancements. The City will conduct a detailed
before/after evaluation of driver yield compliance to
evaluate site-specific effectiveness and determine
whether any field adjustments are required to assess
specific safety results. Following this evaluation,
the City will determine whether to deploy these
improvements to other locations along the corridor in
future phases.

SIGNAGE AND PAVEMENT
MARKING ENHANCEMENTS
A number of signing and pavement marking
enhancements can be implemented immediately at
conclusion of this study, including:

INTERSECTION BICYCLE CROSSING
MARKINGS
Where minor street bike lanes exist today, enhanced
green dashed intersection crossing markings will
be installed across Wilshire Boulevard to distinguish
the intended path of bicyclists. These markings raise
awareness for both bicyclists and motorists, while
reinforcing that through bicyclists have priority over
turning vehicles. These intersection crossing markings
will be installed at Ocean Avenue, 2nd Street, 6th Street,
7th Street, 11th Street, 14th Street, 17th Street*, and Yale
Street.
* 17th Street markings will be installed as part of
the 17th Street protected bike lane project

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY

YIELD FOR PEDESTRIAN SIGNS AND
ADVANCED YIELD LINE MARKINGS
“Yield for Pedestrians” signs and advanced yield line
markings (i.e., “Shark’s Teeth) will be installed on
Wilshire Boulevard at all unsignalized crossing locations
to reinforce current law that pedestrians have the rightof-way when using crosswalks at motorists are required
to yield.

SCHOOL ZONE CROSSING SIGNS
These signs will be added where missing at intersections
adjacent to schools, including 16th Street, 18th Street,
and 19th Street.

SIGNAL TIMING ADJUSTMENTS
Where applicable, a few signal timing adjustments will be
implemented on Wilshire Boulevard, including extending
pedestrian crossing times and adjusting timings at
locations with operational issues. Signal timing will
also be monitored and adjusted as some of the Phase 1
improvements are installed.
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BUS SAFETY AND PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENTS
A few bus safety and performance improvements will be
made in Phase 1, including consolidation and relocation
of bus stops, and installation of bus queue jump lanes
and signals. The following bus stops will be modified:

• 6th Street: westbound bus stop relocated
from near side to far side of intersection to
improve bus operations and safety
• 14th Street: eastbound bus stop relocated
from near side to far side of intersection
to improve bus operations and safety.
The eastbound nearside curb lane will be
converted to a bus queue jump lane.
• Lincoln Blvd: The eastbound right-turn
lane will allow buses to make a through
movement while all other vehicles will be
forced to make a right turn.
• 22nd, 23rd, and 24th Street: eastbound
and westbound bus stops at 22nd and
24th Street will be removed, but new
eastbound and westbound farside bus
stops will be introduced at 23rd Street.
This relocation of bus stops will improve
operations by increasing bus stop spacing
and consolidating stops at a signalized
intersection.
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MEDIAN REFUGE REPLANTING
The flax plants located within the existing median refuge
islands will be removed and replaced with lower growing
plants to reduce ongoing maintenance needs and ensure
enhanced visibility of pedestrians and vehicles.

PHOTOMETRIC ASSESSMENT
AND LIGHTING PLAN
A number of community members noted nighttime
visibility is poor on Wilshire Boulevard. Likewise, crash
data reviewed by the team showed a disproportionate
number of crashes occurring during nighttime
conditions. As a result, a photometric assessment and
lighting evaluation will be conducted for the entire
corridor to determine current lighting inefficiencies
and proposed recommendations for enhancements.
Any recommendations from this study will likely be
implemented in Phase 2 or 3.

CURBSIDE MANAGEMENT PLAN
With so many competing needs for curbside space
on Wilshire Boulevard (parking, deliveries, rideshare
pick-up/drop-off, bus boarding and alighting) the
team recommends developing a detailed curbside
management plan on Wilshire Boulevard during Phase
1. This Plan will articulate current curbside demands
and uses on a block-by-block basis and provide
recommendations for improving conditions. Any
recommendations from the plan may not occur until
Phase 2 or 3.

WILSHIRE BOULEVARD SAFETY STUDY

MONITORING
City staff will monitor the implemented safety
countermeasures to determine overall effectiveness
and identify any necessary field adjustments. This
evaluation will help inform any necessary changes to
the mid- and long-term improvements before they are
designed and constructed.
The City regularly conducts traffic counts at signalized
intersections and will supplement this with data
collection at unsignalized intersections along the corridor
to continue to evaluate changes in traffic volumes,
patterns, u-turns, etc. The City will also monitor crash
history along the corridor, although a longer time period
following implementation may be required to fully
quantify safety improvements (typically 3-5 years).

PHASE 2 –
MEDIUM-TERM:
2021 - 2022
The Phase 2 improvements will require a greater level
of design and funding for construction and should
be prioritized as funds are identified. These include
the “hot-spot” locations (Figures 43-50) and other
major signal infrastructure improvements required
for protected-only left-turn phasing. As noted above,
some of the hot-spot locations will receive temporary
measures that can be tested with flex posts, paint,
and signs. During Phase 2, the City will formalize these
measures and adjust/enhance as necessary. Among the
Phase 2 improvements, the Study Team recommends
the design and installation of the new traffic signal at
the intersection of Wilshire Boulevard and 16th Street
receive the highest priority as funding is available.
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NEXT STEPS

PHASE 3 –
LONG-TERM:
2022 AND AFTER
Long-term improvements will include corridor-wide
safety improvements that should be considered in a
future grant cycle/capital plan for the corridor. This
will include additional curb extensions at priority
locations, a new traffic signal at Chelsea Street, bus
stop relocations and queue jumps, and other potential
operational improvements identified through continued
study.
Implemented Safety Study projects for all phases will
be continually monitored to assess how well they are
working (e.g., are they meeting intended objectives?)
and to incorporate findings and potential changes
into the design, funding, and construction of future
safety study projects. As a matter of course, the City
of Santa Monica will be upgrading pedestrian ramps
where appropriate when enhancing intersections, per
accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA).

COST ESTIMATION
High-level cost estimates for each phase of the safety
study project include:

• Phase 1 – Short-term: $1 - 1.5 million
• Phase 2 – Medium-term: $4.5 - 5 million
• Phase 3 – Long-term: $6 - 7 million
• Total: $11.5 - 13.5 million
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These cost estimates are based on high-level
recommendations and quantities and should be used for
planning purposes only.
The City has already secured Vision Zero funds
for implementing Phase 1, and design for these
improvements will commence immediately upon
completion of this study. Phase 2 and 3 improvements
will require funding through the City of Santa Monica’s
annual Capital Improvement Program and additional
grant funding from a state or federal funding sources.
Potential competitive funding sources include:

• Metro Active Transport (MAT) Program
Measure M establishes a Metro Active Transport, Transit
and First/Last Mile Program, which over the course of
40 years is anticipated to fund more than $857 million in
active transportation infrastructure. Wilshire Boulevard
was identified as regional active transportation corridor
eligible for this program funding.

• Caltrans Highway Safety Improvement
Program (HSIP)
HSIP is a core federal-aid program, administered through
Caltrans, for the purpose of achieving a signifanct
reduction in fatalities and serious injuries on all public
roads. City staff is planning to prepare a Local Roadway
Safety Program (LRSP) document for Wilshire Blvd to
increase chances for funding.

• Caltrans Active Transportation Program
(ATP)
ATP is a state and federal transportation funding
program to help fund projects that encourage increased
use of active modes of transportation and enhance
public health.

